
The Coronavirus still a major problem in the United States  yet at the same time are there

countries like Taiwan are  prospering back to normal life. The article that I choose from New

York Times  is called “Covid? What Covid? Taiwan Thrives as a Bubble of Nornality.” by Amy

Qin and Amy Chang Chien. This article is relevant to my major which is psychology due to the

fact that it revolves around social restrictions and the mental health of people in Taiwan. The

country has only seen 10 covid-19 deaths but at the same time less than a thousand cases. The

fact that people can live with no mask around and fearless  has helped the economy of that

country massively thus helping everyone there. Furthermore, the psychology of  the nation  is

crucial in keeping the nation out of chaos or even worst a major outbreak  that will lead to a

massive death count like in the United States. During these hard times of the pandemic,

entrepreneurs  like Steve Chen, a co-founder of YouTube, moved from California to Taiwan

since the pandemic began  and encouraged many people like him to move there and be able to

feel normal again. However, Taiwan does not allow people to enter their Nation  easily but have

approved numerous members to a  gold program that has  seen the economy grow the fastest it

has in a while.The simple fact that something positive for the people what's happened doing all

this negativity  data pandemic has brought into the whole world. In terms of vaccinations,

Taiwan has been slow in  the procedure because  of little need of them at the moment since there

were less than ten cases recorded as previously mentioned. With all being said, communication is

key for the mental health of people and for their safety as well.


